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the best writers and the most technical

now!, 9 thoughts on â€œ The .38-40 WCF

articles in the only publication devoted to

â€• H. E. Schwalm May 29, 2014 at 8:50 am.

ammuntion reloading., Currently there are

Just got a very old reloading mold combo.

over 75 pages listed, and far too much for

The Ideal type. the mold miked at 36/37 and

one to search out new information added.

the reloading cavity, at the mouth, 40., The

New additions, posts, photos and other

7mm-08 Remington is a rifle cartridge that is

information added can be found on the links

almost a direct copy of a wildcat cartridge

below., Handloading or reloading is the

developed around 1958 known as the

process of loading firearm cartridges or

7mm/308. As these names would suggest, it

shotgun shells by assembling the individual

is the .308 Winchester case necked down to

components (case/hull, primer, powder, and

accept 7 mm (.284) bullets with a small

bullet/shot),

rather

purchasing

increase in case length. Of cartridges based

completely

assembled,

factory-loaded

upon the .308, it is the second most popular

ammunition. The term handloading is the

behind only the .243 Winchester., A 243 will

more general term, as it refers to assembly

do the job you are wanting as long as you

of ammunition using components from any

pick the right bullet. Nosler is the best choice

source., LOAD GUIDE FOR RIFLE AND

for penetration. just my opinion., LOADING

HANDGUN EDITION 3.5 INCLUDES: â€¢

GUIDELINES. 1. Where do I seat the TSX,

The most up-to-date and comprehensive 223

Tipped

Rem data available â€¢ New data for: 30 AR,

recommend seating these bullets .050â€³ off

30 T/C, and 6mmx45 PO B o x 158 â€¢ M

the lands {rifling} of your rifle., I am excited

iles C i t y, M o n tana 59301 RELOADING

about the new IMR Trail Boss powder. This

than

TSX

and

LRX

bullets?

We

will be a bulk powder like the old shotgun
bulk powders. This will work well in the .22
Hornet, checked my nosler brass < .001 run
out,,seated bulley with rcbs comp die now
have .004 run out ....is the point of bullet
affected in seating, The worlds Largest
Online Auction of Firearms and Accessories
(Click image for link), Ol' Buffalo Reloading
Guide includes definition of reloading terms,
equipment
reloading

guide,

safety,

instructions,

tips

step-by-step
for

better

accuracy., Shooting The Bull Post author
November 28, 2013 at 2:02 am. Hi Steven,
No, I specifically avoided all so-called
â€œ+Pâ€• rounds. There is no standard
established for â€œ+Pâ€• in .380 ACP, so
anyone selling ammo labeled â€œ+Pâ€• is
selling overpressure ammo.
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